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Our Strategic Plan

If you'd like to talk to us about 
anything in here, get in touch: 

  contactus@mhs.org.uk 

  @mhshomes

  /mhshomesgroup

  mhs.org.uk

Get in touch

  Because everyone needs a decent home  
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Despite being one of the most prosperous 

countries in the world, the UK still has a 

housing crisis. There’s never been a greater 

need for organisations like mhs homes to 

provide safe, secure affordable homes to 

those in housing need. As a leading housing 

charity, we’re ready to play our part.

This new strategic plan is the first since 

we became a charity. The conversion 

to charitable status is one of the most 

important steps in our 28 year history. 

It also provides an opportunity to restate 

our purpose as a social housing provider 

- to meet local housing need. This purpose 

is highlighted by our call to action:

To meet the challenges ahead, we’ll need 

to be agile and courageous. The next 

three years will be an exciting period of 

transformation as we launch a new and 

ambitious service deal to our customers. 

The service deal will seek to redefine the 

traditional landlord/tenant relationship. 

We want the homes and services we provide 

to be a stepping stone to a better future for  

our customers. 

This will involve new ways of thinking about 

our landlord role and how we provide 

services in the digital age. However, we’ll 

never lose sight that our services are about 

people. We must remain highly accessible 

to our customers with a visible and proactive 

presence in our neighbourhoods. Our aim is 

to help our customers help themselves.
Ashley Hook
Chief Executive Officer

Foreword

Everyone needs 
a decent home.

Decent housing should be a basic human right. 
Sadly, it’s a right too many are denied.



The mhs homes group is a charitable housing  
association (registration number 1177565). 

We own and manage 9,000 homes in Kent. We’re unique in 

being the largest social landlord in the UK not registered with 

the social housing regulator.  

We have a reputation as a dynamic organisation with 

entrepreneurial flair and strong social purpose. 

About the 

mhs homes group
A provider registered with the 

social housing regulator and which 

owns 800 affordable homes.

Heart of Medway 
Housing Association

A community-based charity that focuses 

on helping to sustain the tenancies of 

our most vulnerable tenants.

mhs 
community charity

The Board is committed to retaining 
the independence and unique 

status of mhs homes.

  Within the group, there are two main subsidiaries:  
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Our purpose

We have defined our purpose 
according to why we exist and 
what we do. Our thinking on this 
was developed by staff at our 
staff conference.  

Why and what we do isn’t 
complex. But it does have a 
massive impact on the life 
chances of our customers. 

These two principles are important 

touchstones for everything we do.

The housing crisis in the UK is particularly 

acute in the south east. As a charity,  

we have a responsibility to use our  

resources effectively so we can reduce 

poverty and help those in housing need. 

Why we do it: 
“Because everyone 

needs a decent home.”

Purpose

 Our ultimate ambition; 
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Why?What? +

What we do:
“We provide safe, 
secure affordable 

homes as a stepping 
stone to a better future.”

06
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“To help end the housing crisis in North Kent”



Our values

Our CREATE values underpin 
how we behave and operate:

C

Community
We are community focused; a charitable housing 

provider with a clear social purpose.

R

Respect
We respect our customers and one another, this means 

having respect for our environment and the diversity of 

the individuals, communities and partners we work with.

E

Excellence
With a can do attitude, we strive for service excellence 

and to be the best in everything we do.

A

Agility
We’re light on our feet and able to respond quickly 

and effectively to new challenges. This agility provides 

organisational flexibility and resilience so we can respond 

to our customers’ fast changing needs.

T

Teamwork
We are one organisation and succeed together as 

one team. Everyone takes personal responsibility for 

contributing positively to the team. 

E

Enjoyment
We have a serious job to do but don’t need  

to take ourselves too seriously! We want everyone to enjoy 

their job and enjoy helping our customers.
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 + Homelessness has doubled 

 in the past eight years

 +  Home ownership is now at its 

lowest level in the past 30 years

 +  Private rented sector is 

now larger than the social 

housing sector

 + Property market is slowing

 +  There’s significant economic 

and political uncertainty 

around Brexit

 +  Continued pressure on 

public expenditure, 

particularly welfare

 +  Full rollout of Universal Credit 

and direct payment to tenants

 +  Pressure on operating costs as 

rent increases limited by ability 

to pay of our customers

 + Social rent reductions in place  

 until 2020.

The next three years will be a 

challenging and turbulent period. 

There will be great uncertainty.  

But, what we do know with 

certainty is that many people 

will need our help to access safe, 

secure affordable homes.
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Our track record

2015 -18

Our operating environment

Our operating environment is changing:

Developed 564 new homes

 � 34th in The Sunday Times Top 100 
Companies Best Not for Profit list

 � Investors in People Gold Award
 � Governance Assessment Process Level 3
 � Investors in Diversity Level 2



Achieved positive customer feedback 
with a net promoter score of over 46%

Regeneration of two key areas in Medway 
- The Brook and Corporation Street

Invested over £100 million in new 
and existing homes£

For every £60,000  
we generate in savings  
or additional income

£
We can 

build another 
affordable home

We must use our resources wisely 

to be a strong and effective 

social business. By adopting this 

approach, we believe we can 

make the most positive impact on 

the quality of life of our customers 

and in providing new homes 

for those in greatest need.
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Our core activity

We have four interlinked strategic priorities:

Our strategic priorities

Our core activities are:

+  Affordable rented homes

+  Shared ownership homes

+  Supported living for older people

+   Supported foyer accommodation 

for young people.

In reviewing our purpose the Board 

have confirmed these four areas 

should be our areas of core activity.

They’re also keen that we do more 

to meet housing need and tackle 

homelessness. 

We’ll do this by increasing our 

existing core activity rather than 

introducing new activity streams. 

For example, opening a new 

Foyer would help reduce youth 

homelessness.

Where there are opportunities 

to become involved in activity 

outside of these areas, we will 

work with partners that bring 

relevant expertise.

We are very much open 

for business and looking for 

growth through new 

opportunities and stock 

transfers from other providers.

  On occasion, when it fits   
  our investment policy we’ll   

  develop market rented   
  properties, but only if such   

  activity helps our   
  charitable objectives.  

Be a 
great landlord

2
Meet the housing 

crisis locally

3
Employ and develop the 

most talented people

4
Be fit for the future - 
financially strong  

and lean

1
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We are committed to doing what we’re best 
placed to do and where we can add most value. 



This allows us to be a visible 

partner making a real difference 

at a local level. It also allows us to 

deliver high quality services in the 

most cost effective way.

We’re located in the Thames 

Estuary - an area of exciting 

growth and regeneration. The High 

Speed 1 rail network has made 

London more accessible.  

Further infrastructure such as 

the Lower Thames Crossing 

(due to open in 2025) and the 

extension of Crossrail will radically 

improve the connectivity of North 

Kent to London and the rest of 

the south east.

On our doorstep we have the 

largest regeneration project in 

Europe - Ebbsfleet Garden City - 

as well as the planned London 

Leisure Resort creating 27,000 

new jobs.

Over the next 20 years, population 

growth in North Kent is forecast at 

over 146,000 people.

 M E D W A Y 

 M A I D S T O N E 

 G R A V E S H A M 

 D A R T F O R D 
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Our areas of operation

  These are all areas of high   
  housing stress and have   
  an acute need for more   
  affordable housing.  

 13 

 T O N B R I D G E  

 A N D  M A L L I N G 

Our strategy is to operate in a focused geographic area. 



64% 31%25%

We know that:

  of our tenants are in  

  receipt of Housing Benefit  

  Average annual household income of   

  tenants we housed in 2015/16  

  Average household income of shared   

  ownership customers  

  of our tenants have a long   

  term health condition  

  of tenants housed in 2015/16  

  were statutorily homeless  

£13,595 £31,695

Our customers

We operate in areas of acute 
housing need:

+   The average home in Maidstone now 

costs over £303,000 - over 10 times  

the average salary of £29,000.  

In Medway, the average home now 

costs over £244,000 - almost nine 

times the average salary of £27,400. 

+   In Medway there are 13,500 (as at 

Nov 2017) households on the council’s 

housing register and in 2016/17 over 

700 applicants presented to the 

council as homeless.  

+   The North Kent Strategic Housing 

Assessment identified the need to 

more than double the number of 

affordable homes in Medway by 2035.

  We let homes according to   
  housing need. Without this   
  charitable assistance, many of   
  these households wouldn’t be   
  able to access the private   
  market – either to buy or rent.  

15 16



Our service deal

The new service deal will strip 

out much of the unnecessary 

complexity which adds cost 

and often creates service 

variability. There’ll be a relentless 

focus on what adds value to 

the customer experience. 

We will take advantage of 

the benefits of digital service 

delivery to meet customer 

expectations and provide the 

most efficient service.

We’ll ensure the right staff are in 

the right place, at the right time, 

with the right skills.  

We want to deliver excellent 

services for our existing customers 

and do more to meet local housing 

need. To do this successfully within 

existing resources requires a whole 

system change.

Our new service deal will seek to 

redefine the traditional landlord - 

tenant relationship. We want the 

homes and services we provide 

to be a stepping stone to a better 

future for our customers. This will 

involve new ways of thinking about 

our landlord role. 

Our tenants want us to be a great 

landlord. They want us to live up 

to our responsibilities - e.g. say 

what we do, do what we say - 

and make sure that other tenants 

live up to theirs. The new service 

deal will refocus activity on our 

core landlord role - managing, 

maintaining and building 

affordable homes. 

This is an important and bold 

departure from traditional 

approaches. It will be an exciting 

and innovative journey.

We believe social
housing should be there 
to help at a time of need.

It should be a stepping stone to 

a better future. Some people may  

need access to social housing for 

the rest of their lives. 

Others may only need it for a 

period of time before they move to 

more suitable accommodation as 

their circumstances improve. 

As part of the new service deal 

we’ll use fixed term tenancies to 

help achieve this.

The new strategic plan paves the way for the 
creation of a new service deal with our customers. 
This will be the biggest cultural and service delivery 
change in our 28 year history.

There’s no hiding the fact it will require some brave
decisions that will challenge long held beliefs within 
our own organisation and the wider housing sector.

17 18



Our corporate structure - mhs homes 

group (a charitable social landlord, 

not registered with the social housing 

regulator) owns the majority of the 

properties within the group.  

Our registered subsidiary Heart of 

Medway holds most of our grant 

funded properties. New development 

takes place in either company 

depending on the circumstances. 

mhs community charity, whose 

purpose is to encourage, foster 

and help with the charitable works 

of the Group, is registered with the 

Charity Commission.

Our independence is a unique 

source of our strength and this has 

been recognised by our private 

Standard & Poors credit rating and 

access to competitive funds from 

the banking and capital markets. 

It’s also allowed us to be in control of 

our own destiny and determine our 

rent and service levels.

Our geographical focus is a core 

part of our operating model as 

it enables us to be a visible, high 

quality landlord. We believe an 

effective landlord needs to be 

rooted in the neighbourhoods where 

it owns homes; our future ways of 

operating will ensure this continues 

to be the case.

We’re a charitable housing association with a unique 
operating model.

A crucial part of our operation 
model is the use of our direct  
labour team to deliver 
the repairs, empty homes, 
care-taking and grounds 
maintenance services.

As well as VAT savings on the costs 

of these services we’re also in direct 

control of speed, quality and 

customer experience.

Some aspects of our operating model 

will need to change in order to deliver 

our new service deal. We’ll move away 

from functional specialisms and patch 

based working. We’ll make greater use 

of agile and mobile working and 

increase the level of cross skilling for 

our staff. New and flexible ways of 

working will allow us to redirect available 

resources to those areas that are critical 

to the customer experience.
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How we’re organised
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1. It

Our staff We recognise 
our success is 
interwoven 
with that of 
our partners.

The difference between a good service and 

a great service is the people we employ.  

We trust people to do their jobs properly.   

We want the best talent to work for us.  

We hire for a positive ‘can do’ attitude and a 

commitment to provide service excellence. 

We expect all of our colleagues to commit 

to our CREATE values. In return, we commit 

to being the best employer we can. 

We want to continue to create a work 

environment which is rewarding,engaging 

and fun. 

The enthusiasm, capability and flexibility of 

our staff is key to successfully delivering the 

new service deal. 

Our talented workforce will have to develop 

new skills and competences to meet the 

changing needs of our customers and 

our business. We also want to maximise 

opportunities for internal progression so the 

people we employ today are ready to be 

our leaders of tomorrow. 

Our operating costs over the next three 

years will be under strong pressure.  

We’ll need to be more cost effective just 

to stand still. However, we will remain 

committed to improving the pay and  

reward of the people we employ. We want 

the best talent, to be the best employer 

locally and within our sector. Our priority  

will be to have highly engaged staff,  

rather than more staff.

The needs of our customers are  
often complex and rarely solved  
by one agency. 

We will work together with all public, private, 

voluntary and community organisations with a 

collective and innovative ethos for the benefit of 

our customers.
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Our success depends on having an agile,  
talented and committed workforce. 

22
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Our finances
We have a track record of financial strength with the majority of our surplus coming from our 

core activity - social housing. Our investment into the market rent sector is small, in line with our 

charitable purpose, and is a valuable investment which helps support our charitable activities.

Like all housing 
organisations we’ve 
benefited from low interest 
rates, helping us generate 
surpluses to invest back 
into social housing. 

We’re one of the most financially 

efficient organisations in the sector. 

Over the life of our last strategic 

plan the cost of looking after our 

properties didn’t increase (cost per 

home excluding major repairs and 

depreciation) despite an inflationary 

increase of more than 7% over  

that time. The result of this is that  

we’ve been able to build more new 

homes as a % of our stock than most 

other housing organisations.
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Our strategic priorities
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  Our three year plan  

We have four strategic priorities:

+   Be a great landlord

+   Meet the housing crisis   

    locally

+      Employ and develop the 

most talented people

+    Be fit for the future -  

financially strong and lean

Within each strategic priority 

there are a number of strategic 

goals – these are the 19 most 

important things that we will 

achieve in the next three years. 

We’ll publish our progress 

against these strategic goals 

so we are accountable to 

our stakeholders and the 

wider community.

The detailed measures 
of success for each 
strategic priority will be 
agreed annually by the 
Board and published in 
the annual service plan.

26



Meet the housing
crisis locally

 By 2021 we will: 

 + Build 600 new homes, 

 of which at least 85% will 

 be affordable. 

 + Carry out a detailed   

 options appraisal of our 

 tower blocks and  

 agree future investment/ 

 regeneration strategies. 

 + Progress the Older People’s  

 Housing Strategy so our  

 homes for older people 

 meet future needs.

 + Expand the Foyer service 

 to provide accommodation  

 for more young people who  

 are homeless and vulnerable.  

 + Develop a robust 

 approach to ensure the 

 most vulnerable tenants 

 can successfully sustain 

 their tenancies.

27 28

Be a great landlord

 By 2021 we will: 

 +  Deliver year on year improvements  

to all areas of our housing service  

including income collection, 

repairs, empty property and 

environmental management, 

anti social behaviour and 

customer complaints. 

 +  Achieve year on year 

improvements to customer   

emotion (net emotional score) 

and customer loyalty  

(net promoter score). 

 +  Invest £40m in existing homes to 

ensure that we continue to meet 

the Decent Homes Standard, 

improve energy efficiency and 

ensure all our homes are fit for 

the future. 

 +  Have in place a service deal, 

with great digital services, that  

is recognised as a leading edge  

approach to service excellence  

both within and outside the 

housing sector. 

 +  Grow our influence and presence 

in our five target local authority 

areas and develop a track record 

of delivery so we’re a partner of 

choice with all stakeholders. 

 +  Proactively manage our assets,  

including disposal and  

redevelopment of poorly   

performing assets, to ensure that  

our resources are maximised 

and all of our homes are fit for 

the future.
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  By 2021 we will:  

 By 2021 we will: 

Employ and develop the 
most talented people

Be fit for the future 

- financially strong 

and lean

 + EBITDA – MRI (excluding 

 all property sales) is    

 maintained at a minimum   

 of 46% (sector average 27%).  

 + Our long term business plans  

 will always meet our financial   

 covenants, even if interest rates  

 increase by substantially more 

 than projected. 

 

 

 

 

 

 +  Grow the organisation by 

8% more homes whilst ensuring 

that salary costs as a proportion 

of income remain in check. 

 +  Drive business efficiency 

so that operating costs are 

contained and value for 

money is fully embedded in 

how we do business. 
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 +  Have an agile, diverse, engaged  

workforce that makes full use  

of mobile working technology  

to provide excellent services  

in customers’ homes and local  

communities. 

 +  Operate a comprehensive  

talent development plan to  

ensure that everyone working  

for us has the chance to  

maximise their potential. 

 +  Have in place a health and  

wellbeing programme that  

maintains a healthy, high  

performing workforce.   

 +  Develop our rewards package  

to be an employer of choice who  

attracts and retains the best talent.


